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Abstract
This paper overviews various phenomena related to the concept of
isospin symmetry. The focus is on N ≈ Z nuclei, which are excellent
laboratories of isospin physics. The theoretical framework applied
is nuclear Density Functional Theory and its isospin- and angular-
momentum projected extensions, as well as symmetry-projected
multi-reference models. The topics covered include: isospin impu-
rities, superallowed beta decays, beta-transitions in mirror nuclei,
isospin breaking hadronic interactions, mirror and triplet binding
energy differences, and isoscalar pairing.
1. Introduction
Isobaric spin was introduced by Heisenberg in 1932 [1]
in order to explain the neutron-proton symmetry. Sub-
sequently, the isospin symmetry has been widely used in
theoretical modeling of the atomic nuclei [2, 3, 4]. Even
though it is broken by the electroweak force, isospin is ex-
tremely useful for our understanding of nuclear structure
and decays.
Of particular interest for isospin physics are N ≈ Z
nuclei. Beyond 40Ca, many of them are located far from
the line of beta stability, in close proximity to the proton
drip line. Because of the similarity of proton and neutron
shell-model orbits, the N ≈ Z systems exhibit unique phe-
nomena related to the attractive nature of the isoscalar
component of the nuclear force. Examples are: superal-
lowed Fermi beta decays [5], superallowed Gamow-Teller
decays [6], superallowed alpha decays [7], Wigner energy
[8], isoscalar pairing [9], and collective modes [10].
The atomic nuclei with enhanced sensitivity to funda-
mental symmetries are unique laboratories to search for
signals of new physics beyond the Standard Model. The
N ≈ Z nuclei are particularly interesting probes as the su-
perallowed I=0+→I=0+ beta-decays among the isobaric
analogue states in the isospin triplet allow stringent tests
of the conserved vector current hypothesis and provide
precise values of the strength of the weak force and the
leading Vud element of the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix. Other examples include Fermi- and Gamow-Teller
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ground-state beta-decays in T=1/2 mirror nuclei, which
offer alternative tests of the electroweak sector. In all
these cases, high-fidelity theoretical calculations of radia-
tive corrections and isospin symmetry breaking (ISB) ef-
fects are needed to extract the crucial information from
precise measurements.
The theory roadmap for this area involves ab-initio and
configuration interaction (shell model) approaches, and
nuclear density functional theory (DFT). The latter is the
tool of choice for open-shell, deformed complex systems.
The focus of this paper is on DFT-based frameworks and
their extensions, including multi-reference approaches in-
volving symmetry restoration. Such models are able to
capture core-polarization effects originating from a subtle
interplay between the long-range Coulomb interaction and
short-range hadronic inter-nucleon forces; hence, they are
particularly useful to study various aspects of electroweak
interaction.
The aim of this overview is to present selected aspects
of isospin physics in N ∼ Z nuclei in terms of theoretical
approaches rooted in nuclear density functional theory.
We shall start in Sec. 2 by covering the topic of isospin
impurities, which reflect the degree of isospin symmetry
breaking. They are responsible for isospin-forbidden rare
decay modes and impact electroweak matrix elements of
decays, which probe fundamental symmetries. Two ex-
amples of such decays will be discussed: the 0+ → 0+ su-
perallowed beta-decays in Sec. 3 and Fermi- and Gamow-
Teller ground-state beta-decays in T=1/2 mirror nuclei
in Sec. 4. Section 5 is devoted to the mirror and triplet
displacement energies sensitive to hadronic interactions,
which break charge-symmetry and charge-independence.
The phenomenon of proton-neutron pairing is covered in
Sec. 6 in the context of a generalized DFT approach that
is based on proton-neutron mixed orbitals. Finally, per-
spectives are given in Sec. 7.
2. Isospin impurity
The degree of isospin symmetry violation – the isospin
impurity – is a result of a subtle balance between the at-
tractive short-range strong force and the repulsive long-
range Coulomb interaction that polarizes the entire nu-
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cleus. Consequently, its precise theoretical treatment re-
quires the use of a no-core framework which, in heavier
nuclei, is provided by nuclear DFT.
The early attempts to evaluate the degree of isospin
breaking, measured in terms of the isospin impurity αC ,
date back to the 1960s, see Ref. [11] for a review. These es-
timates, based on perturbation theory [12] or analytically
solvable hydrodynamical model [13], were able to explain
some gross features of αC such as the steady increase of
isospin mixing along the N = Z line with increasing A
or quenching of αC with increasing |N − Z|. These early
models, however, were not too quantitative.
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Fig. 1: Isospin impurities αC in even-even N = Z nuclei
calculated with SLy4 EDF [14]. Full (open) triangles mark
the AR (BR) values, respectively. Note that, the mean-field
estimates (BR) are quenched by ≈30% with respect to the
results of rediagonalization. Stars mark empirical values in
64Ge [15] (only the lower bound is known in this case) and
80Zr [16]. (Taken from Ref [17].)
The accurate calculation of the isospin impurities has
been challenging. This was early realized by Engelbrecht
and Lermer [18] who pointed out that the self-consistent
mean-field (MF) approaches cannot be directly applied be-
cause of the spurious mixing caused by the spontaneous
isospin-symmetry-breaking effects. To eliminate the prob-
lem of spurious admixtures in the wave function, we have
developed a no-core MR-DFT model involving isospin pro-
jection, see also Refs. [19, 20]. The model employs self-
consistent, isospin-broken MF states |ϕ〉. Self-consistency
is needed to ensure that the balance between the Coulomb
force and the strong interaction, represented in our model
by the Skyrme energy density functional (EDF), are prop-
erly taken into account. The MF state can be formally
decomposed into good-isospin basis |T, Tz〉:
|ϕ〉 =
∑
T≥|Tz|
bT,Tz |T, Tz〉,
∑
T≥|Tz|
|bT,Tz |2 = 1, (1)
where T and Tz = (N − Z)/2 are the total isospin and
its third component, respectively, The mixing coefficients
bT,Tz can be calculated using the states
|T, Tz〉 = 1√
NTTz
PˆTTzTz |ϕ〉 (2)
obtained by isospin projection after variation.
To assess the isospin mixing, one has to rediagonal-
ize the total Hamiltonian Hˆ involving strong interaction
plus the Coulomb term in the space spanned by the good-
isospin basis (2):
|n, Tz〉 =
∑
T≥|Tz|
anT,Tz |T, Tz〉, (3)
where n enumerates the eigenstates |n, Tz〉 of Hˆ. The
value of n = 1, corresponds to the isospin-mixed ground
state (g.s.). The g.s. isospin-mixing parameter obtained
after rediagonalization (AR) is defined as:
αC = 1− |an=1|Tz|,Tz |2. (4)
Comparison of αC with the quantity α
(BR)
C = 1−|b|Tz|,Tz |2
obtained before rediagonalization (BR) provides direct in-
formation about the spuriosity of MF solutions. As shown
in Fig. 1, the isospin impurities exceed MF values by al-
most 30%.
The empirical information on isospin impurities in heav-
ier systems is both scarce and uncertain. The values of αC
extracted from a forbidden E1 transition in 64Ge [15] or
from the decay of giant dipole resonance in 80Zr [16] are
consistent with the predictions of the isospin-projected
DFT but the experimental uncertainties are too large
to discriminate between different EDF parameterizations.
Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2, the spread in αC obtained with
nine Skyrme EDFs, α¯THC ≈ 4.4%±0.3%, is relatively small
and lies well within the experimental uncertainty limits.
The figure shows the calculated impurities versus excita-
tion energy ∆ET=1 for the lowest T = 1 state in even-even
N = Z nuclei, which is referred to as the doorway state.
It is seen that the larger excitation energy of the doorway
state the smaller impurity, with exception of the SkO’ re-
sult.
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Fig. 2: Calculated isospin impurities in 80Zr versus excita-
tion energy of the doorway state. The results were obtained
using the isospin projected DFT formalism with nine Skyrme
EDFs. Filled (open) circles refer to AR (BR) results, respec-
tively. The AR results lie within experimental uncertainty lim-
its of Ref. [16] while the BR values are ruled out by the data.
(Taken from Ref. [21].)
Figure 3 shows the calculated excitation energy of the
doorway state for the three Skyrme EDFs: SIII [22],
SLy4 [14], and SkP [23]. The self-consistent values of the
2
excitation energies of the doorway state are compared with
the estimate ∆ET=1 ≈ 2~ω ≈ 82/A1/3 MeV of Ref. [12]
based on the perturbation theory, and with the hydrody-
namical estimate ∆ET=1 ≈ 169A1/3 MeV of Ref. [13]. It is
seen that the simple estimates of ∆ET=1 vastly differ from
the self-consistent results, both in terms of the magnitude
and A-dependence. This indicates that the Coulomb mix-
ing is a highly non-perturbative effect that requires self-
consistent treatment of the interplay between short- and
long-range interactions. That is why back-of-the-envelope
predictions of αC are so unreliable.
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Fig. 3: Excitation energies of the doorway states ET=1 in
the even-even N=Z nuclei relative to the g.s. energies EHF ob-
tained with SIII (diamonds), SLy4 (dots), and SkP (circles)
Skyrme EDFs. Horizontal lines mark the mean values. The
estimates based on the perturbation theory [12] and the hy-
drodynamical model [13] are indicated by thick dotted lines.
(Adopted from Ref. [24].)
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Fig. 4: Isospin impurity α
(AR)
C in
100Sn calculated for several
Skyrme EDFs plotted as a function of the isoscalar (top) and
isovector (bottom) effective mass.
Excitation energies of the doorway states and, in turn,
isospin impurities, depend on EDF parameterization. It
is, however, not at all obvious what EDF components are
responsible for the systematic differences seen in Fig. 3.
Indeed, attempts to correlate αC with various bulk prop-
erties of Skyrme EDFs turned out to be fairly inconclu-
sive. For example, no correlation has been found with the
symmetry energy [21], which is the primary quantity char-
acterizing the isovector properties of EDFs. As illustrated
in Fig. 4, no clear correlation has been found between αC
and the isovector and isoscalar effective mass.
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Fig. 5: Coulomb impurities in 40Ca versus a difference of mean
proton and neutron radii. Upper plot shows mean-field values
α
(BR)
C . Lower plot shows true impurities α
(AR)
C .
We do find, however, a strong correlation between α
(BR)
C
and the proton skin, i.e., the difference between proton and
neutron root mean square radii, see Fig. 5 and Ref. [25].
The correlation deteriorates for α
(AR)
C , indicating again
that the isospin mixing is a non-perturbative quantity;
hence difficult to estimate.
The formalism discussed above can be extended to in-
corporate the angular-momentum projection. In this case,
the basis is created by applying the isospin (PˆTTzTz ) and
angular-momentum (Pˆ IMK) projection to |ϕ〉:
|I,M,K;T, Tz〉 = 1√
NTTz ;IMK
PˆTTzTz Pˆ
I
MK |ϕ〉, (5)
where M and K denote the magnetic quantum numbers
associated with the laboratory and intrinsic z-axes, re-
spectively [26]. Because K is not conserved, the set (5) is
overcomplete. This problem can be overcome by rediag-
onalization of the Hamiltonian in the so-called collective
space, spanned for each I and T by the natural states,
|IM ;TTz〉(i) [27, 28]. The wave functions
|n; IM ;Tz〉 =
∑
i,T≥|Tz|
a
(n)
iIT |IM ;TTz〉(i) (6)
obtained in the rediagonalization are labeled by the index
n and conserved quantum numbers I, M , and Tz.
The double-projected and isospin-projected approaches
yield very similar g.s. isospin impurities in even-even
nuclei. However, there are configurations for which the
model solely relying on isospin projection is insufficient.
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Fig. 6: Left: schematic illustration of two possible mean-field
g.s. configurations in an odd-odd N=Z nucleus. Upper (lower)
configuration is called aligned (anti-aligned). Right: the result
of the isospin symmetry restoration. The aligned configuration
is isoscalar; hence, it is insensitive to the isospin projection.
The anti-aligned configuration represents a mixture of T=0
and T=1 states. The projection lifts the isospin degeneracy by
lowering the T=0 level. (Taken from Ref. [29].)
Among them there are the so-called anti-aligned config-
urations in odd-odd N = Z nuclei, which are crucial for
calculations of ISB corrections to the superallowed beta-
decay involving the T = 1, J = 0+ states in odd-odd nu-
clei. These states are not representable by a single MF
configuration as shown schematically in Fig. 6. Indeed, the
odd proton and odd neutron can form either the aligned or
anti-aligned configuration. The aligned configuration rep-
resents an isoscalar T = 0, J 6= 0 state. The anti-aligned
configuration, however, manifestly breaks the isospin sym-
metry being an equal mixture of isoscalar and isovector
states. The calculations indicate [29] that the T=0 and
T=1 components projected from the anti-aligned config-
uration strongly mix through the Coulomb interaction
leading to unphysically large isospin impurities. Double-
projected approach is free from such pathologies. This is
demonstrated in the lower part of Fig. 7 for a representa-
tive case of 42Sc.
It can be shown [24] that the isospin projection tech-
nique can be safely used within nuclear DFT. Augmenting
the isospin projection with the angular-momentum pro-
jection leads to a number of theoretical issues. Not only
the numerical complexity of computations increases but
also the uncontrolled singularities appear in the energy
kernels [30]; this essentially eliminates a possibility to
use modern EDFs with density-dependent terms [31]. To
overcome this problem, regularization schemes have been
proposed [32, 33] but they are difficult in practical im-
plementations. Until a workable solution is developed, a
practical option is to use Hamiltonian-based EDFs, such
as the SV force [22] augmented by the tensor terms, or the
recently developed SLyMR forces that include three- and
four-body terms [34].
All the existing parameterizations of the density-
independent Skyrme EDF are characterized by a nonstan-
dard saturation mechanism driven by a very low isoscalar
effective mass m
∗
m ≈ 0.4. The low effective mass affects
the overall performance of those forces, impairing such
key properties as the symmetry energy, level density, and
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Fig. 7: Isospin impurities in 42Sc, calculated for four an-
tialigned configurations |νK¯ ⊗ piK〉 obtained by putting the
valence neutron and proton in opposite-K Nilsson orbitals
originating from the f7/2 shell. Open and full dots show
the results obtained in isospin-projected and double-projected
(I = 0, T = 0) variants, respectively. (Adopted from Ref. [30].)
level ordering. The low value of m
∗
m also impacts the
isospin mixing. In particular, in the case of 80Zr discussed
above, the SV EDF yields αC ≈ 2.8%, which is consid-
erably smaller than the mean value, α¯C ≈ 4.4 ± 0.3%,
obtained by averaging over the EDFs shown in Fig. 2.
The lack of a reasonable Hamiltonian-based Skyrme EDF
is probably the most critical deficiency of the current self-
consistent approach. Nonetheless, one has to admit that
the EDFs with low effective masses perform surprisingly
well when used in the context of no-core-configuration-
interaction (NCCI) extensions [35, 36, 37, 38]
3. Isospin-symmetry-breaking corrections to the
superallowed Jpi = 0+, T = 1 → Jpi = 0+, T = 1
beta decays
The superallowed Jpi = 0+, T = 1 → Jpi = 0+, T = 1
beta transitions are of particular importance for testing
various aspects of the electro-weak sector of the Standard
Model. What makes these pure Fermi decays so useful
is the conserved vector current (CVC) hypothesis, which
states that the vector current is not renormalized in the
nuclear medium. This implies that the product of the
statistical rate function f and partial half-life t for the
superallowed I = 0+, T = 1 → I = 0+, T = 1 Fermi
beta-decay should be nucleus-independent and equal to:
ft =
K
G2V|M (±)F |2
= const , (7)
where K/(~c)6 = 2pi3~ ln 2/(mec2)5 = 8120.2787(11) ×
10−10 GeV−4s is a universal constant; GV stands for the
vector coupling constant for semi-leptonic weak interac-
tion; and M
(±)
F is the nuclear matrix element of the isospin
operator Tˆ±.
In reality, the relation (7) holds only approximately and
must be slightly amended to account for radiative pro-
cesses and isospin-symmetry breaking effects. Fortunately,
the radiative and ISB corrections are small, of the order
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of a few percent, and this allows us to express the rate
conveniently as:
Ft ≡ ft(1 + δ′R)(1 + δNS − δC) =
K
2G2V(1 + ∆
V
R)
, (8)
with the left-hand side being nucleus independent. In
Eq. (8), ∆VR = 2.361(38)% stands for the nucleus-
independent part of the radiative correction [39], δ′R
is a transition-dependent (Z-dependent) but nuclear-
structure-independent part of the radiative correction [39,
40], and δNS denotes the nuclear-structure-dependent part
of the radiative correction [41, 40]. The ISB correction δC
is a many-body correction to the nuclear matrix element:
|M (±)F |2 = 2(1− δC), (9)
accounting for the isospin-symmetry violation in the
atomic nuclei, see Refs. [42, 43, 44, 45, 5] and references
cited therein.
In spite of explicit dependence on theoretical input
and the related uncertainties in the calculated radia-
tive and ISB corrections, the superallowed beta-decays
provide today’s most accurate value of the vector cou-
pling constant GV. Moreover, they enable a very accu-
rate verification of the CVC hypothesis and provide pre-
cise information on the leading matrix element Vud =
GV/Gµ of the CKM three-generation quark mixing ma-
trix [46, 47, 44, 45, 48, 5]. This is so because the leptonic
coupling constant, Gµ/(~c)3 = 1.16637(1)× 10−5 GeV−2,
is well known from the muon decay [48]. The uncertainty
of Vud extracted from the superallowed beta-decays is al-
most by an order of magnitude smaller as compared to the
values obtained from neutron or pion decays [48].
In search for physics beyond the Standard Model, preci-
sion is of utmost importance. Only those transitions that
have ft-values measured with an accuracy ≤ 0.3% are ac-
ceptable. The canonical set of transitions used over the
last decade to test the Standard Model consists of 13 such
cases spreading over a wide range of masses from A=10
(10Ca) to A=74 (74Rb), see [44, 45, 5]. With the CVC
hypothesis confirmed, it is possible to extract Vud by aver-
aging over several transitions. This feature makes the su-
perallowed beta-decay strategy very attractive. Recently,
the canonical set has been extended by a measurement of
the beta-decay of 38Ca [49, 50]. Moreover, the superal-
lowed decay of 18Ne is within experimental reach [51].
The ISB corrections δC were computed in diverse nu-
clear models, see Refs. [52, 45, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. The
standard in this field has been set by Hardy and Towner
(HT) [40, 43, 44, 45, 5] who have used the nuclear shell
model to account for the configuration mixing effect in
conjunction with the mean-field potential needed to ac-
count for a radial mismatch of proton and neutron single-
particle (s.p.) wave functions due to the long-range
Coulomb polarization [53]. Such a description has certain
practical advantages. For instance, it allows for an inde-
pendent fine-tuning of various model’s ingredients. But it
also leads to internal inconsistencies. In particular, the HT
model violates the SU(2) commutation rules for the bare
isospin operators as pointed out in Refs. [58, 59]. Unfortu-
nately, the associated uncertainty is difficult to quantify.
The self-consistent multi-reference DFT involving the
isospin- and angular-momentum projections [25, 24, 57,
29] is an interesting alternative to the fine-tuned phe-
nomenological HT approach. This is a no-core theory,
which is capable of treating rigorously the rotational sym-
metry and explicit breaking of isospin symmetry. The
correct balance between the Coulomb and hadronic forces
is maintained by self-consistency requirements. The ap-
proach allows for a rigorous treatment of the Fermi ma-
trix elements using bare isospin operators. The recently
proposed NCCI extensions of the framework [36, 37, 60]
allow to take into account more correlations due to in-
clusion of (multi)particle-(multi)hole configurations. As
already mentioned, the weakest point of the formalism is
the lack of a reasonable Hamiltonian-based Skyrme EDF.
One should stress, however, that δC does not depend on
the absolute magnitude of isospin mixing but rather on a
difference between parent and daughter states [56], i.e., it
is a less sensitive quantity.
The MR-DFT calculations of δC involving single ref-
erence states in parent and daughter nuclei are carried
out as follows. The superallowed 0+ → 0+ Fermi beta-
decay proceeds between the g.s. |I = 0, T ≈ 1, Tz = ±1〉
of the even-even nucleus and its isospin-analogue partner
|I = 0, T ≈ 1, Tz = 0〉 in the N = Z odd-odd nucleus.
The corresponding transition matrix element is:
M
(±)
F = 〈I = 0, T ≈ 1, Tz = ±1|Tˆ±|I = 0, T ≈ 1, Tz = 0〉.
(10)
Within the MR-DFT, the parent g.s. is approximated by
a projected state
|I = 0, T ≈ 1, Tz = ±1〉 =
∑
T≥1
c
(ψ)
T Pˆ
T
±1,±1Pˆ
I=0
0,0 |ψ〉, (11)
where |ψ〉 is the g.s. of the even-even nucleus obtained in
the self-consistent Hartree-Fock calculations. The state
|ψ〉 is unambiguously defined by filling in the pairwise
doubly-degenerate levels of protons and neutrons up to
the Fermi level. The daughter state is approximated by
|I = 0, T ≈ 1, Tz = 0〉 =
∑
T≥0
c
(ϕ)
T Pˆ
T
0,0Pˆ
I=0
0,0 |ϕ〉, (12)
where the self-consistent Slater determinant |ϕ〉 ≡ |ν¯ ⊗
pi〉 (or |ν ⊗ p¯i〉) represents the anti-aligned configuration,
selected by placing the odd neutron and the odd proton in
the lowest available time-reversed (or signature-reversed)
s.p. orbits. The isospin-projected state shown in Fig. 6,
based on the |ϕ〉 configuration that manifestly breaks the
isospin symmetry, is indeed a preferred way to access the
|T ≈ 1, I = 0〉 states in odd-odd N = Z nuclei.
The anti-aligned configurations in odd-odd N = Z nu-
clei are not uniquely defined. In the signature-symmetry-
restricted calculations, there are in general three anti-
aligned Slater determinants with the s.p. angular momenta
(alignments) of the valence protons and neutrons pointing
along the Ox, Oy, or Oz axes of the intrinsic shape de-
fined by means of the long (Oz), intermediate (Ox), and
short (Oy) principal axes of the nuclear mass distribution,
respectively. Thus far, in spite of persistent efforts, no
self-consistent tilted-axis g.s. solutions have been found.
Various properties of these linearly dependent solutions,
hereafter referred to as |ϕX〉, |ϕY〉, and |ϕZ〉, are discussed
in detail in Ref. [29] and will not be repeated here.
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In a MR-DFT double-projection approach based on a
single reference state, the only way to deal with the shape-
current orientation ambiguity is to calculate three inde-
pendent beta-decay matrix elements corresponding to each
orientation and average over the resulting values of δC.
Such an strategy was adopted in Ref. [29], which contains
the calculated corrections for the canonical set of superal-
lowed transition as well as predictions for yet-unmeasured
cases. The calculated corrections are in reasonable agree-
ment with the HT results as shown in Fig. 8. Both sets of
corrections systematically overestimate the RPA results of
Ref. [55].
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Fig. 8: Differences between the ISB corrections to 12 precisely
measured superallowed 0+ → 0+ decays (excluding A=38) cal-
culated in Refs. [29] (SV) and [40] (HT). Shaded band shows
the combined SV+HT error. (Taken from Ref. [29].)
With the set of ISB corrections obtained in Ref. [29],
one obtains Ft = 3073.6(12) s, which gives |Vud| =
0.97397(27). This value is in excellent agreement with
the HT result [40], |V (HT)ud | = 0.97418(26), and the cen-
tral value obtained from the neutron decay, |V (ν)ud | =
0.9746(19) [61]. Taking the calculated |Vud| and combin-
ing it with |Vus| = 0.2252(9) and |Vub| = 0.00389(44) from
the 2010 Particle Data Group [61], one obtains
|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 0.99935(67), (13)
which implies that the unitarity of the first row of the
CKM matrix is satisfied with a precision better than 0.1%.
A survey of the |Vud| values obtained using different meth-
ods is shown in Fig. 9.
The solutions |ϕX〉, |ϕY〉, and |ϕZ〉, differ by at most
a few hundred keV in energy. Hence, there is no ob-
vious preference for a choice of reference state. More-
over, the orientation-dependent effects originate, predom-
inantly, from the time-odd fields of the nuclear MF. Hence,
the orientation effects are present only in odd-odd nu-
cleus adding up to a difference between parent and daugh-
ter nuclei. The averaging procedure applied in Ref. [29]
should be considered as a purely practical solution. The
shape-current-orientation ambiguity has motivated us to
extend the formalism to allow for a dynamical mixing of
states that are projected from low-lying (multi)particle-
(multi)hole self-consistent MF configurations. In the con-
text of the δC calculations, the idea is to mix 0
+ states
Fig. 9: A survey of the |Vud| values obtained using dif-
ferent methods: (a) Ref. [40]; (b) Ref. [55]; (c) Ref. [29]
with SV; (d) Ref. [29] with SHZ2. The values obtained form
pion-decay [62], neutron-decay [61], and beta-decays in T=1/2
mirror nuclei [63] are shown for comparison. (Taken from
Ref. [29].)
projected from |ϕX〉, |ϕY〉, and |ϕZ〉 configurations, re-
spectively. In such an approach, the I=0 wave functions
in an odd-odd N=Z nucleus are approximated by:
|n; I = 0, Tz = 0〉 =
∑
i=X,Y,Z
∑
T ′≥0
f
(n; I=0,Tz=0)
iT ′ Pˆ
T ′
0,0Pˆ
I=0
0,0 |ϕi〉,
(14)
where the coefficients f
(n; I=0,Tz=0)
iT ′ are obtained by solv-
ing the Hill-Wheeler-Griffin (HWG) equation, and n enu-
merates the HWG eigenstates. The HWG equation has,
typically, three linearly independent solutions which, in-
stead of n, can be conveniently labeled by approximate
isospin quantum number: |I = 0, T ≈ 0, Tz = 0〉, |I =
0, T ≈ 1, Tz = 0〉, and |I = 0, T ≈ 2, Tz = 0〉.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the ISB corrections to the 12 canon-
ical superallowed 0+ → 0+ transitions calculated in Ref. [29]
(open symbols) and in Ref. [60] (filled symbols). In the latter
calculations, the 0+ states projected from |ϕX〉, |ϕY〉, and |ϕZ〉
configurations were mixed dynamically by solving the HWG
equation. In the former, matrix elements were calculated inde-
pendently for each orientation and averaged afterwards.
The new set of the ISB corrections calculated using this
prescription is displayed in Fig. 10; the detailed values
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can be found in Ref. [60]. The improved corrections are
somewhat smaller that the values of Ref. [29] obtained by
averaging over orientations. This difference, however, has
almost no influence on Ft and |Vud|. Indeed the new val-
ues Ft = 3073.7(11)s and |Vud| = 0.97396(25), calculated
with the updated set of experimental ft values taken from
Ref. [45], almost perfectly match the previous numbers
[29].
Towner and Hardy [43] proposed a confidence level (CL)
test to check a consistency of the calculated ISB correc-
tions. The underlying assumptions are: (i) validity of the
CVC hypothesis up to at least ±0.03% and (ii) validity
of the calculated nuclear-structure-dependent corrections
δNS [41]. These two assumptions allow to calculate empir-
ical corrections:
δ
(exp)
C = 1 + δNS −
Ft
ft(1 + δ′R)
. (15)
By treating the value of Ft as an adjustable parameter,
one can bring δ
(exp)
C as close as possible to the calcu-
lated δC by minimizing the appropriate χ
2. With the new
set of corrections calculated in Ref. [60], the χ2 per de-
gree of freedom (nd=11) drops from χ
2/nd=10.2 [29] to
6.3. This number is still much larger than the values re-
ported in Ref. [43], which are: 1.7 for the Damg˚ard model
[52], 0.4 for the shell-model with Woods-Saxon wave func-
tions [45], 2.3 for the shell-model with Hartree-Fock wave
functions [45], and 2.1 for the relativistic DFT+RPA
model of Ref. [55]. The main contribution to the χ2-value
in our model can be associated with the sudden increase
in δC due to a single
62Ga→62Zn transition, which con-
tributes more than 62% to the total χ2 budget.
4. Ground-state beta-transitions in T=1/2 mirror
nuclei
The T=1/2 mirror nuclei offer an alternative way to test
the CVC hypothesis [63]. These nuclei decay via the mixed
Fermi and Gamow-Teller (GT) transitions. Hence, apart
from the radiative and the ISB corrections, the values of
GF and Vud also depend on the ratio of statistical rate
functions fA/fV for the axial-vector and vector interac-
tions, and the ratio ρ ≈ λMGT/MF of nuclear matrix ele-
ments, where λ = gA/gV denotes the ratio of axial-vector
and vector coupling constants.
The CVC hypothesis implies that the vector coupling
constant is gV = 1. The axial-vector current is partially
conserved; this implies that the axial-vector coupling con-
stant gets renormalized in the nuclear medium. The ef-
fective axial-vector coupling constant, g
(eff)
A = qsgA, is
quenched by an A-dependent factor qs with respect to
the free neutron decay value gA ≈ −1.2701(25). Quench-
ing factors deduced from comparison of large-scale nu-
clear shell model (NSM) calculations with experiment are:
qs ≈ 0.82, 0.77 [64], and 0.74 [65] in the p-, sd-, and pf -
shell region, respectively. In the region A ≈ 130, a large
value of qs ≈ 0.57 has been extracted [66], see however [67].
To account for the mass dependence of qs in shell-model
calculations, a phenomenological expression
qs = 1− 0.19
(
A
16
)0.35
(16)
has been proposed [64] for A ≤ 40.
The origin of the quenching is not fully understood. It
is usually related to missing correlations in the wave func-
tion; truncation of model space; and – in the context of
ab initio models – two-body currents [68, 69, 70]. Much
work in this area has been done in relation to the double-
beta decay [71, 70, 72] and WIMP scattering [73]. Re-
cent study of the Ikeda sum rule in β− decays of 14C and
22,24O performed in Ref. [74] estimate quenching due to
the two-body currents to be qs = 0.84− 0.92. This range
is consistent with experimental data on 90Zr [75, 76].
Recently, a systematic study of both the GT and Fermi
ground-state transitions in the T=1/2 mirror sd- and pf -
shell T=1/2 mirror nuclei with 17 ≤ A ≤ 55 have been
carried out using the self-consistent NCCI approach [77].
Within the NCCI model the wave function reads [cf.
Eq. (6)]:
|n; IM ; Tz〉 =
∑
i,j
a
(n;IM ;Tz)
ij |ϕj ; IM ;Tz〉(i) (17)
=
∑
i,j
∑
K,T≥|Tz|
f
(n;IM ;Tz)
ijKT Pˆ
T
TzTz Pˆ
I
MK |ϕj〉 .
When compared to the isospin- and angular-momentum
MR-DFT wave-function (6), the NCCI wave function con-
tains additional summation over the configurations (Slater
determinants) |ϕj〉. In the present implementation of the
formalism, we use the same Skyrme interaction to com-
pute the configurations |ϕj〉 and to mix the isospin- and
angular-momentum-projected states |ϕj ; IM ;Tz〉(i).
The model was tested for the 6He→6Li GT beta decay.
Matrix element for this transition, |MGT|=2.1645(43), is
precisely known from the recent measurement [78]. Fig-
ure 11 shows a difference between the calculated and ex-
perimental GT matrix element as a function of the NCCI
configuration space considered. The first point corre-
sponds to the case of no configuration mixing. Here,
the wave functions |0+gs〉 and |1+gs〉 are projected from the
optimal (energy-wise) Slater determinants. Next, keep-
ing the parent wave function |0+gs〉 fixed, we enrich the
configuration space of the daughter nucleus by admix-
ing the 1+ states projected from the lowest particle-hole
(ph) and the two lowest (2ph) particle-hole configurations:
|1+gs〉 → |1+ph〉 → |1+2ph〉. This causes an increase of the ma-
trix element circa 3% above the experimental value. The
extension of the configuration space of 6He by admixing
excited 0+ states hardly impacts this result, see Fig. 11.
This test indicates that NCCI is capable of capturing the
main features of the wave functions that are important
for a reliable reproduction of the GT matrix element. Un-
fortunately, the model underbinds 6Li and overbinds 6He;
hence we have not great confidence in its accuracy for this
specific GT transition. This is, however, not surprising
as the current DFT approaches and their MR-DFT and
NCCI extensions have not been optimized to experimental
data in light nuclei.
Theoretical ground-state GT matrix elements in the
T=1/2 mirror sd- and pf -shell nuclei ranging from A=17
till 55 are shown in Fig. 12. The NCCI results with the
SVSO EDF were obtained using the HFODD solver [27, 79]
that has been augmented with the NCCI module. The
details of calculations follow Ref. [77]. It is seen that
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Fig. 11: GT 6He→6Li matrix element computed in NCCI
relative to experiment [78] as a function of NCCI configuration
space.
the NCCI results are fairly close to shell model predic-
tions [80, 65, 81]. The consistency between these two the-
oretical approaches is visualized in Fig. 12 (bottom), which
shows that both models correlate well with experimental
data. As discussed in Ref. [77], this similarity is quite
surprising since the models differ in many aspects.
The model-independent Ikeda sum rule [82] serves as
an important indicator of the quality of theoretical mod-
els of GT decay. In the A=39, T=1/2 nuclei, which can be
viewed as one-hole systems, inclusion of all possible ph ex-
citations within the sd-shell space exhausts 99% of the sum
rule [77]. Recently, we have performed similar calculations
for the A=23, T=1/2 systems, which are complex, open-
shell deformed nuclei. The calculations, involving eight
deformed particle-hole configurations, were performed us-
ing two variants of the NCCI model: the full model involv-
ing the isospin- and angular-momentum projection and its
simplified variant involving only the angular-momentum
projection. The results are shown in Fig. 13. As an-
ticipated, both methods give almost identical matrix el-
ements for the GS transition. This is because the effect of
isospin mixing in the ground states of nuclei considered is
very small. Note however, that the variant involving the
angular-momentum projection only captures mere 40% of
the Ikeda sum rule. At the same time, the full variant
of the model accounts for the 85% of the sum rule. The
example shows that the proper treatment of isospin in ex-
cited states is critical for the sum rule evaluation.
The full variant of the model involving double-
projection is necessary to compute the ISB corrections to
the Fermi branch of beta-decay in the T=1/2 mirror nu-
clei. These nuclei offer the independent way to verify the
CVC hypothesis and to study the CKM matrix [63, 84].
A set of the ISB corrections calculated with the MR-DFT
technique was published in Ref. [57], and the NCCI results
can be found in Table 1 of Ref. [77]. The NCCI predictions
are shown in Fig. 14 and compared to the SM results of
Ref. [83]. It is seen that the NCCI corrections, although
slightly smaller on average, are fairly consistent with SM.
Figure 15 shows a difference between these two sets of cal-
culations. The shaded area marks the error band calcu-
lated as
√
(∆δ
(NCCI)
C )
2 + (∆δ
(SM)
C )
2 under the assumption
of 10% error on the NCCI results due to a basis cut-off.
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Fig. 12: Top: ground-state GT matrix elements in T=1/2
medium-mass mirror nuclei calculated using NCCI (filled cir-
cles) [77] and shell-model (SM) approaches (open circles) [80,
65, 81]. Bottom: a correlation between the theoretical and ex-
perimental matrix elements. Solid (dashed) line represents a
linear fit to the NCCI (SM) results.
5. Mirror and Triplet binding energy differences,
and the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly
Strong interaction is, predominantly, invariant with re-
spect to rotations in the isospin space. This fact is rather
well established experimentally and confirmed theoreti-
cally. Indeed, most nuclear many-body approaches, in-
cluding shell-model and DFT models, use interactions that
are scalar in the isospace. The Skyrme interaction is a
prime example of an isospin invariant effective force that
has long been used to compute various nuclear properties.
On the other hand, there also exists a firm experimen-
tal evidence that the strong interaction contains small
isospin-breaking components. For example, the nucleon-
nucleon (NN) scattering data reveal small differences in
phase shifts and scattering lengths. In the 1S0 channel,
the scattering lengths for neutron-neutron (nn), neutron-
proton (np), and proton-proton (pp) scattering are: ann ≈
−18.9 fm, anp ≈ −23.7 fm, and app ≈ −17.3 fm, respec-
tively [85]. A detailed analysis of scattering data, in par-
ticular phase shifts and scattering lengths, shows that the
nn interaction is 1% stronger than pp interaction and
that the np interaction is 2.5% stronger than the average
of nn and pp interactions [85]. (These figures include cor-
rections for electromagnetic effects and refer solely to the
strong nucleon-nucleon interaction.) On the fundamen-
tal level, the isospin symmetry is broken due to different
masses and electromagnetic interactions of u and d quarks
[86].
Albeit small, isospin violation considerably influences
global properties of finite nuclei such as binding energies.
It is well known that models including isospin-invariant
strong force and the Coulomb interaction alone have dif-
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Fig. 14: ISB corrections to the ground-state Fermi transitions
in T=1/2 mirror nuclei obtained in NCCI [77] (dots) and the
SM+Woods-Saxon model of Ref. [83] (circles).
ficulties in reproducing the Mirror Displacement Energies
(MDEs), the differences of binding energies of mirror nu-
clei (Nolen-Schiffer anomaly [87]):
MDE = BE (T, Tz = −T )−BE (T =, Tz = +T ) . (18)
These models has also problems in reproducing the Triplet
Displacement Energies (TDEs). The TED indicator is de-
fined as:
TDE = BE (T = 1, Tz = −1) +BE (T = 1, Tz = +1)
−2BE (T = 1, Tz = 0) , (19)
and is a measure of the binding-energy curvature within
the isospin triplet [36, 88, 89, 90].
It is customary to classify components of the nuclear
force in terms of the SU(2) symmetry of isospace. Here,
one defines charge independence as invariance under ro-
tation in the isospin space. The charge symmetry, on
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Fig. 15: Difference between ISB corrections to the g.s. Fermi
decays in T=1/2 mirror nuclei calculated with NCCI [77] and
the SM+Woods-Saxon model of Ref. [83]. The shaded area
marks the theoretical uncertainty.
the other hand, can be defined as an invariance under
a rotation by 180◦ about the y isospin axis. Violation of
this symmetry is referred to as charge symmetry breaking
(CSB).
In the language of NN force, CSB implies a differ-
ence between pp and nn interactions in the same channel,
Vnn 6= Vpp. Moreover, if in the isospin-triplet T = 1 chan-
nel Vnp 6= (Vnn +Vpp)/2 the force is charge-independence-
breaking (CIB). The data on NN scattering lengths in-
dicate that the strong NN interaction must contain both
the CSB and CIB strong components. On the fundamen-
tal level, the CSB mostly originates from the difference
in masses of the proton and neutron which affects the ki-
netic energies and influences the boson exchange. The
CIB originates mostly from the pion mass splitting, see
Refs. [85, 91]. In nuclear medium, the CSB and CIB com-
ponents of the effective strong force are accessible through
the MDEs and TDEs, respectively.
A detailed classification of various components of the
strong NN force was proposed by Henley and Miller [92,
91]. They divided different components of the strong force
into four classes. According to this classification, the
isospin invariant (i.e., isoscalar) NN interactions are called
the class I forces. They commute with the total nuclear
isospin operator,
[
V
(NN)
I ,TA
]
= 0. The class II isoten-
sor forces maintain charge symmetry, but break charge
independence as
[
V
(NN)
II ,TA
]
6= 0. The class III isovec-
tor forces break both the charge independence and charge
symmetry, but are symmetric under interchange of nu-
cleonic indices in the isospace. Such forces distinguish be-
tween the nn and pp systems and vanish in the np system.
Forces of class II and class III do not mix isospin only at
the two-body level; hence they contribute to the isospin
mixing in finite nuclei. Isovector forces of class IV break
both symmetries and mix isospin already at the two-body
level. Those forces do not influence the nn and pp sys-
tems, but induce a spin-dependent isospin mixing effects
in the np system.
The isospin symmetry breaking components of NN in-
teractions were studied in ab inito approaches [85, 93].
Hadronic ISB terms of effective NN interactions were in-
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vestigated in the context of nuclear shell model [94, 95,
96, 97, 98, 99, 88, 100] and mean-field approaches [101,
54, 102, 103]. A note of caution is in order here. First,
any attempt to extract effective NN interactions from
spectroscopic data should first account for the coupling
to the many-body continuum [104, 105] in the presence
of isospin-conserving nuclear forces. If neglected, or not
treated carefully, the continuum effects can alter the re-
sults of such analyses [106, 107, 108]. Second, in-medium
nuclear effective interactions (G-matrix) contain contribu-
tions from the Coulomb force. If the Coulombic contribu-
tions are not treated precisely during the renormalization
procedure, they can result in the presence of CSB and
CIB components, which can then be incorrectly labelled
as “hadronic”.
To investigate the effect of hadronic CSB and CIB terms
and their possible influence on isospin mixing and ISB cor-
rections, one can apply the local Skyrme-DFT approach.
To this end, one needs to generalize the formalism to the
case of pn-mixed quasiparticle states [109]. Such an exten-
sion leads to isospin-invariant EDFs that depend explicitly
on local pn densities and currents. Recently, this formal-
ism was applied to the Hartree-Fock case by admitting
pn mixing in the particle-hole channel [110, 111]. Within
this framework, the explicit ISB comes entirely from the
electrostatic interaction.
In the next step, the pn-mixed formalism can be ex-
tended to accommodate the CSB and CIB hadronic com-
ponents. The pn-mixing is a necessary prerequisite that
allows to study these terms in a fully self-consistent man-
ner. Since the discrepancies between the experimental and
theoretical MDEs and TDEs are small [103, 36] they can
be modelled in terms of class II (CIB) and class III (CSB)
zero-range corrections to the conventional Skyrme force:
VˆII(i, j) =
1
2
tII0 δ (rij) (3τˆ3(i)τˆ3(j)− ~τ(i) ◦ ~τ(j)) , (20)
VˆIII(i, j) =
1
2
tIII0 δ (rij) (τˆ3(i) + τˆ3(j)) , (21)
where tII0 and t
III
0 are the ISB force parameters that are
adjusted to reproduce empirical TDEs and MDEs. The
spin-exchange has been omitted as it leads to a trivial
rescaling of the parameters. The associated ISB contribu-
tions to the EDF are:
HII = 1
2
tII0
(
ρ2n + ρ
2
p − 2ρnρp − 2ρnpρpn
−s2n − s2p + 2sn · sp + 2snp · spn
)
, (22)
HIII = 1
2
tIII0
(
ρ2n − ρ2p − s2n + s2p
)
. (23)
Note, that class II forces depend on the pn-mixed par-
ticle ρnp and spin snp densities, respectively. Hence, these
forces can be included only within the pn-mixed DFT for-
malism. The class III forces, on the other hand, depend
only on the standard pp and nn densities and can be,
therefore, treated within the conventional Skyrme-DFT
approach.
In order to control the total isospin of the nucleus in
the pn-mixing calculations, we use a three-dimensional
isocranking approach [112]. This technique is analogous
to the well known cranking method in real space, which
is commonly used in high-spin physics. It is realized by
adding the isocranking term to the mean-field Hamilto-
nian hˆ,
hˆ′ = hˆ− ~λ ◦ ~t = hˆ− λ1tˆ1 − λ2tˆ2 − λ3tˆ3, (24)
where ~t = 12~τ stands the s.p. isospin operator and
~λ is the
isocranking frequency. By adjusting the frequencies ~λ, one
can control both the length and direction of the isospin
vector. In practical applications, ~λ is parameterized as
follows:
~λ = (λ′ sin θ′ cosφ, λ′ sin θ′ sinφ, λ′ cos θ′ + λoff). (25)
The offset λoff 6= 0 is introduced to facilitate calculations
with the Coulomb interaction [110, 111]. By choosing the
offset properly, one can compensate for the effect of the
electrostatic interaction on the third component of the
isocranking term. In this way, λoff helps to avoid s.p.
level crossings while tilting the isocranking axis and, con-
sequently, keeps the expectation value of the total isospin
fixed [113].
In order to study the influence of the ISB forces on nu-
clear binding energies, we have performed the isocranking
calculations for the A=34 isospin triplet. In these test cal-
culations, the Coulomb interaction has been switched off.
The results with the CIB force (20) are shown in Fig. 16.
As anticipated, this force impacts the binding energy of
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Fig. 16: Binding energy for the A=34 isospin triplet cal-
culated using the isocranking approach with the isoscalar SV
Skyrme force without Coulomb, augmented by the CIB (class
II) interaction (20) with tII0 =20 MeV.
Tz = 0 system without affecting the binding energies of
Tz = ±1 triplet members. Hence, it changes the TDE
indicator without affecting MDE. On the other hand, as
shown in Fig. 17, the class III force (21) changes MDEs
without affecting TDEs. This implies that the simplest
strategy it to adjust the coupling constants tII0 and t
III
0 to
TDEs and MDEs, respectively.
Figures 18 and 19 show preliminary results of the calcu-
lated MDEs and TDEs in the isospin triplets ranging from
A=22 to 55. The calculations have been done using the
SV Skyrme EDF with Coulomb, augmented by the CIB
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Fig. 17: Similar as in Fig. 16 but for the CSB (class III)
interaction (21) with tIII0 = −8 MeV.
and CSB forces with tII0 = 20 MeV and t
III
0 = −8 MeV, re-
spectively. It is seen that a generalized pn-mixed Skyrme
DFT approach is able to reproduce experimental data on
TEDs and MEDs.
The pn-mixed ISB DFT formalism can address the
evolution of ISB effects with angular momentum in ro-
tational bands of T = 12 and T = 1 nuclei. Such
effects has been investigated within shell-model frame-
work [95, 96, 114, 98, 99, 88, 115]. The quantities of in-
terest are mirror energy differences (MEDs) and triplet
energy differences (TEDs), similar to MDEs and TDEs
but defined through excitation energies ∆EI of rotational
states at a given angular momentum I:
MED(I) = ∆EI
(
T =
1
2
, Tz = −1
2
)
−∆EI
(
T =
1
2
, Tz = +
1
2
)
, (26)
TED(I) = ∆EI (T = 1, Tz = −1)
−2∆EI (T = 1, Tz = 0)
+∆E (T = 1, Tz = +1) . (27)
In general, while shell-model studies indicate that the ISB
hadronic forces are as important as the Coulomb interac-
tion for the explanation of angular momentum dependence
of MEDs and TEDs, the overall picture is not fully under-
stood, especially in the upper fp shell.
One of the key features of the NCCI model based on
Skyrme forces with low effective mass is its ability to re-
produce rotational bands. The preliminary calculations
performed for 48Cr, a key nucleus in the f -shell concerning
collective properties, indicate that our model is capable of
reproducing its collective g.s. band fairly well [116]. This
opens an opportunity to address MED and TED effects in
a non-perturbative way, as a function of angular momen-
tum, incorporating the ISB effects self-consistently along
the rotational path.
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Fig. 18: Top: experimental and calculated (with and with-
out hadronic ISB terms) MDEs in the isospin triplets ranging
from A=22 to 55. Bottom: MDE residuals pertaining to ISB
calculations.
6. Proton-neutron pairing
Superfluidity and superconductivity belong to the most
spectacular examples of emergent phenomena in many-
body systems. They appear at different physical scales
and in different environments in atomic, condensed mat-
ter, nuclear, and elementary particle physics. The BCS
mechanism [117] behind the pair condensate works irre-
spective of details of the underlying interaction that cou-
ples fermions into the Cooper pairs at the Fermi sur-
face. In low-energy nuclear physics, nucleonic pairing af-
fects many properties of finite nuclei and nucleonic matter
[118, 119].
Nucleonic Cooper pairs can exist in many flavors. In
terms of isospin quantum number, one can talk about
isovector triplet (T = 1) and isovector singlet (T = 0)
pairs. The conventional nn and pp pairing has isovec-
tor character, while the pn pairing can be either isovec-
tor or isoscalar. The first attempts to incorporate the
pn-pairing into the independent quasi-particle approach
date back to the mid-sixties [120, 121, 122]. These models
were further developed into a consistent formalism allow-
ing for simultaneous treatment of isovector and isoscalar
pairs [123, 124, 125, 126, 127]. The formalism was fur-
ther extended to include stretched T=0 pairs (αα pn-
pairing) in Ref. [128]. These early approaches encoun-
tered difficulties in predicting coexisting T = 0 and
T = 1 pairing-phases. The solutions of the early mod-
els based on separable seniority-type interactions could
be conveniently classified in terms of a single parame-
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Fig. 19: Similar to Fig. 18 but for TDEs.
ter, the value of isoscalar-to-isovector matrix element ratio
x ≡ GT=0/GT=1. In particular, for N = Z nuclei, the so-
lution is of a pure isovector type for x < 1; for x = 1
the isovector and isoscalar phases are degenerate; and for
x > 1 there appears a pure isoscalar solution. These mod-
els were later extended [129] to include particle-number
projected wave functions. For x > xcrit ≈ 1.1, the ex-
tended models have produced coexistence of T = 0 and
T = 1 phases. It was also predicted that for x ≥ 1.3
the isoscalar pairing component could be the source of the
Wigner energy [129, 8]. Following these developments,
various models have been proposed to look for signatures
of the isoscalar pairing phase and explain the Wigner en-
ergy [130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 9, 136].
In spite of many efforts, however, a comprehensive the-
ory of nucleonic pairing still eludes us. This negatively
impacts our understanding of nuclei in the vicinity of the
N = Z line, where the pn-correlations are expected to be
strongest. Indeed, a consistent approach to the the pn-
pairing problem requires implementing the pn-mixing on
the mean-field level, whereby the s.p. wave functions are
combinations of proton and neutron components. Basic
self-consistency principles require such a mixing to accom-
pany any hypothetical pn-mixing in the pairing channel.
Moreover, the stability and existence of the pn-pairing
condensate may critically depend on the restoring force
related to the pn-mixing on the mean field level, and
thus both must be simultaneously included in the theo-
retical description. As discussed above, the DFT frame-
works incorporating the pn-mixing have been developed
recently [110, 111]. This constitutes the first step to-
wards building a consistent symmetry-unrestricted super-
fluid DFT approach with the complete pn-mixing. The ex-
perience gathered so far indicates that in order to capture
structure of N ≈ Z nuclei, the pn-mixed formalism should
be further extended to include the restoration of number
symmetry and proper treatment of isospin [113, 24].
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Fig. 20: Experimental (circles) and calculated (NCCI; dots)
excitation energies of the T = 0 states in 42Sc relative to the
0+ ground state.
A need for the enhancement of the deuteron-like J =
1+, T = 0 pairing channel is apparent in the present
Skyrme-NCCI approach, which accounts relatively well
for low-spin states but has systematic problems with the
J = 1, T = 0 matrix elements in N = Z nuclei. This
is illustrated in Fig. 20 showing the calculated and ex-
perimental T = 0 multiplet in 42Sc. It is seen that the
antialigned state J = 1+, T = 0 is strongly underbound
and the stretched I = 7+ level is overbound. A similar sit-
uation has been encountered in 6Li where the NCCI model
strongly underbinds J = 1, T = 0 matrix elements [60].
7. Prospects
In this paper, we overview selected topics related to iso-
baric spin in N ∼ Z nuclei. We demonstrate that “no-
core” and self-consistency aspects of nuclear DFT are es-
sential for our quantitative understanding of isospin break-
ing. The approximate nature of isospin poses many the-
oretical challenges as the underlying symmetry is broken
both explicitly and spontaneously, and the isospin mix-
ing is highly non-perturbative due to a mismatch between
the ranges of electrostatic and strong forces. To han-
dle this situation theoretically, one needs to go beyond
the usual single-reference DFT formalism. The proposed
multi-reference DFT framework, based on isospin- and
angular-momentum projected wave functions, provides a
very satisfactory description of isospin breaking effects in
beta decay.
The future developments will undoubtedly utilize
the newly developed isospin-invariant density functional
framework [110, 111]. The pn-mixed DFT formalism needs
to be extended to the particle-particle channel by in-
cluding pairing interaction of both isoscalar and isovector
types. This will enable us to study the importance of the
isoscalar pairing densities and fields on the structure of
N ≈ Z nuclei and the impact of pn-mixing on single- and
12
double-beta decays. It seems, however, that in order to
capture key structural aspects of N = Z nuclei, the pn-
mixed formalism should be further extended to include
the restoration of particle number, isospin, and angular
momentum. This will require an appropriate NCCI ex-
tension.
In quantitative calculations, quality input is crucial. A
construction and optimization of a realistic Hamiltonian-
based EDF is among the most urgent needs. This devel-
opment will not only improve the predictive power of the
model but will also help addressing the burning question
pertaining to the role of ISB interaction components.
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